Number of solvent molecules in each simulation. Listed above are the exact numbers of solvent molecules included in each simulation. The percents of TFE v/v are approximate, and non-ideal volume effects and preferential solvation at the protein-solvent interfaces were not included when choosing the number of TFE molecules.
SI figure 1: Root mean square deviation (RMSD) and circular dichroism (CD) of lysozymes.
In red is the CD for all simulations, which showed an ellipticity of 10.1 ± 0.8 degrees. In green is the RMSD for all simulations of protein backbone atoms from the initial structure, which was 1.0 ± 0.1 Å. Circles represent data for hen egg white lysozymes, and triangles represent data for human lysozymes. The error bars represent the standard deviation among each of the three 20 ns simulations at each concentration. The algorithm for calculating the CD ellipticity was developed by Hirst and Brooks. 3 SI figure 2a: Radial distribution functions of solvent from protein atoms of hen egg white lysozyme. The subfigures above are all of the solvent distribution functions as a radius from protein atoms. Red signifies data from trifluoroethanol (TFE), blue signifies data for water, and all plots were normalized to the bulk concentration of their respective solvent. The data was not averaged over the three trajectories at each concentration in order to show the variations in solvent distribution. Notice that the distribution of water remains almost the same during each simulation. The peak in the TFE g(r) function is proportionately reduced as the bulk density of TFE increases. As the protein's surface becomes saturated with TFE, a second peak begins to form between 5 and 9 Å from protein atoms. Beyond 9 Å almost no perturbation in solvent radial distribution was seen. SI figure 2b: Radial distribution functions of solvent from protein atoms of human lysozyme. The subfigures above are all of the solvent distribution functions as a radius from protein atoms. Red signifies data from trifluoroethanol (TFE), blue signifies data for water, and all plots were normalized to the bulk concentration of their respective solvent. Refer to SI figure 2a for a complete description.
SI figure 3a:
Convergence of 3-dimensional solvent distribution versus simulation time of hen egg white lysozyme. The subfigures above are the averaged Pearson correlation coefficients between environments surrounding surface lying residues separated by increments of 1 ns. Each residue's local environment was the atomic density data within a 7 Å sphere around the center of geometry of the backbone atoms, and each sphere was compared to a homologous sphere 1 ns previous from the same trajectory. Accordingly, each concentration of TFE has three separate 20 ns trajectories, each of which provides a map of protein, water, and TFE atomic occupancies. Pearson correlation coefficients were generated using eq. 4 from the main manuscript. These data indicate that atomic density from the simulations converged to one consistent distribution over the course of 20 ns: the slowest convergence to an average correlation of greater than 0.95 for TFE was 14 ns, for water was 2 ns, and for the protein was 2 ns. Note that the minimum y-axis value was set to 0.6 to enlarge the minute details of the data. The reason data oscillates with increased time is up to speculation, but it may be due to each system's resting in a local minimum that is dissimilar from previously explored minima. SI figure 3b: Convergence of 3-dimensional solvent distribution versus simulation time of human lysozyme. The subfigures above are the averaged Pearson correlation coefficients between environments around homologous surface lying residues separated by increments of 1 ns. Refer to SI figure 3a for a complete description of the plots.
SI figure 3c:
Comparison of 3-dimensional solvent distribution versus averaged solvent distribution of hen egg white lysozyme. The subfigures above are the averaged Pearson correlation coefficients between environments around homologous surface lying residues. The environment around each residue was compared to the average atomic density at each corresponding concentration. Refer to SI figure 3a for a complete description of calculating the correlation coefficients from solvent density data. These data explain whether or not the independent trajectories converge to a common distribution of solvent density. Since each trajectory explored a different configurational pathway, the comparison of each trajectory to the average is expected to be significantly less than 1.00. Interestingly, in many simulations the protein atomic density was the most poorly correlative with the average of a concentration. This may be due to the lysozyme's long timescales of fluctuations and the subsequent reduction of overlap of atomic density. SI figure 3d: Convergence of 3-dimensional solvent distribution versus simulation time of human lysozyme with averaged solvent density. The subfigures above are the averaged Pearson correlation coefficients of environments around homologous surface lying residues. The environment around each residue was compared to the average atomic density at each corresponding concentration. Refer to SI figures 3a and 3c for a complete description of calculating the correlation coefficients from solvent density data. Interestingly, the protein atomic density remains consistent among the simulations in comparison to HEWL (in SI figure 3c ). This observation indicates that human lysozyme was well-equilibrated relative to hen egg white lysozyme, and did not explore conformations significantly different from its initial structure.
SI table 2: Solvent-accessible surface area of each residue. SASA was calculated using the double cubic lattice method 4 within the g_sas utility of GROMACS. The SASA values were averaged for all saved protein structures. Data for residue 43 on humLys was ignored due to its lack of a homologous counterpart on HEWL. Secondary structure assignments were made using the Smith-Waterman Sequence Alignment method on PDB.org. 5, 6 hen 92  beta bridge  103  beta bridge   41  unstructured  42  unstructured   18  unstructured  25  unstructured   80   9230   120140   176   5  83  alpha--helix  92  alpha--helix   23   2538   29   70  129  turn  83  turn   77   8193   920   250  unstructured  65  unstructured   5   3185   98   10  35   10796   8115   35   75  144  turn  42  turn   3   127   17127   113180  unstructured  175  unstructured   202   18962   44   15  55  turn  76  turn   112 0   00   159   7565   84136   9273   9718   10   35  57   565   212   14   100  65  unstructured  144  unstructured   86  turn  42  turn   103   6219   1792   131  turn   45  beta bridge  40  beta bridge   108   103   40  4  turn  2  turn   8  3/10--helix  9  3/10--helix  41  123   150   105  1   6   42  26  unstructured  19  unstructured   51   12073  beta strand   67   55   43  92  beta strand  5520  unstructured  28  unstructured  44  92   127109  alpha--helix  122  alpha--helix  45  171   36   110  16   1769  unstructured  74  turn   18   15173  turn  79147   128111   50115   9525  unstructured  166149   109   50  17   0  beta strand  115  1  turn  2  turn   14  beta strand  16120   6042   1087   13153   2077  unstructured  132  unstructured   2  turn  0  turn   98   72   55  3   5   120  22  3/10--helix  106   6100   158  3/10--helix   38   2547   9119  beta strand  5  beta strand   67   2648   1335   24  turn  60  14  turn  2  turn  125  122  turn  9492   4866   67174   10343  unstructured  19  unstructured   101  unstructured  59279   10522   2 SI figure 4 and table 3: comparison of results to previous X-ray studies 1, 2 All local concentrations in this section were calculated from simulation data averaged over the three trajectories at 10 % TFE v/v. Figure 4 shows HEWL colored by crystal contacts from X-ray diffraction studies (left) and calculated local concentrations of TFE (right). Buried residues were colored grey. Table 3 provides an explicit map of the concentration of TFE at each residue, and whether or not it was a crystal contact. Buried residues were omitted from these calculations. The red highlight indicates which residues had a high local concentration of TFE, and whether or not they matched a crystal contact. The 50 highlighted residues (56% of the 88 surface residues) located 18 crystal contacts (50% of the 36 surface residue contacts). SI figure 5: probability distribution of empty voxels near H15 on HEWL and H78 on humLys. During each timestep the number of voxels without water were counted from the local volume around the two histidines. For details on defining the voxels and local volumes around a residue, please refer to the "Local Percent of TFE by Volume" section of the main paper. The resulting data are plotted above as probability distributions of finding a particular number empty voxels near the histidines, with H15 on HEWL in Figure 5a , and H78 on humLys in Figure 5b . The distributions widen as more TFE is introduced into the bulk solution, which indicates a dehydration of the local environment around the histidines. In Figure 5c , the standard distribution from the Gaussian fits of Figures 5a and 5b are plotted and compared between the proteins. The error bars show the 95% confidence interval of the fit. We see that in experimentally-comparable concentrations of 10% TFE and below, the H15 on HEWL is more likely to experience a completely evacuated local volume than H78 on humLys during any given timestep, and that of the two residues, H15 is significantly less hydrated at 10% TFE. SI figure 6: cross-sections of solvent density around HEWL. For each concentration of 1, 5, 10, and 15 % TFE v/v, the solvent density of TFE is plotted as colored isosurfaces around HEWL. All data is normalized to the bulk density of TFE. Blue, green, and red isosurfaces encompass 3, 7, and 11 times the bulk density of TFE. Since each subsequent isosurface is inside another, the data was sliced open to expose both the protein and to reveal how one isosurface is nested in another. As the bulk concentration of TFE increases, the corresponding solvent hot spots reduce in size.
